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1. WHAT IS A GEOMONUMENTAL ROUTE ? (a)
• New method for the popularization of built heritage based on the geological
materials that have shaped it. 
• Novel proposal for the knowledge, transfer and preservation of the
architectural legacy from a social and scientific perspective.
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MAIN  ASPECTS  INVOLVED
Geology Geological
materials Built heritage
“ GEO “ PREFIX1. WHAT IS A GEOMONUMENTAL ROUTE ? (b)
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LANDSCAPE STRONGLY 
INFLUENCES IN SETTLEMENTS 
AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT
Segovia´s Alcazar, Spain 
RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN HISTORICAL 
SITES AND GEOLOGY
Albarracín, Teruel, Spain
Genesis and  properties
Decay
Causes of decay
Interventions 
Extractive techniques
2. METHODOLOGICAL PROPOSAL (a)
First part : general common aspects
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2. METHODOLOGICAL PROPOSAL (b)
Second part: particular aspects
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ITINERARY 
DEVELOPMENT
HISTORICAL CENTRES
ARCHITECTURAL COMPLEX
MONUMENT - BUILDING THEMATIC ROUTES
Constructive history  
Geological materials
Quarries and provenance
Decay
Restoration interventions
Architectural type
Building materials 
Constructive period
GEOMONUMENTAL ROUTES ATLAS
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3. INSTITUTIONAL EUROPEAN CONTEXT (a)
EUROPE         European institutional Cultural Routes
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GEOMONUMENTAL ROUTES ?
Cultural Routes Programme (1987)
COUNCIL OF EUROPE
Atlas of Cultural Routes (1998)
ICOMOS (CIIC) 
Sustainable tourism
strategies
UNESCO
Unesco Chair of
Cultural Tourism
Thematic itineraries
ECONOMIC GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE 
(CSIC - UCM)
HERITAGE SECTION from R&D 
MADRID´S website (madrimasd)
GEOMONUMENTAL ROUTES
Geological urban itineraries with educational purpousesSPAIN
REGION OF MADRID Geological urban virtual itineraries to show geological
materials used in the built heritage (Soto and Morcillo, 2003)
3. INSTITUTIONAL EUROPEAN CONTEXT (b)
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www.madrimasd.org/cienciaysociedad/patrimonio/rutas
Single building
Architectural
complex
Quarries itinerary
Materials itinerary
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www.madrimasd.org
1. Introduction and location
2. History
3. Built materials
4. Itinerary
5. Degree of conservation
6. “The visit”
7. Further knowledge
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www.madrimasd.org
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www.madrimasd.org > 30000 visits end 2005
THEMATIC ROUTE: Ancient bridges of Madrid ARCHITECTURAL 
COMPLEX OF 
TALAMANCA DEL 
JARAMA, MADRID
GEOMONUMENTAL ROUTES 
ATLAS
1. They  teach us about geological materials used in the built heritage, their
behaviour and how to preserve them.
2. They are a novel methodology absent at an institutional level and
suitable for information transfer.
3. They allow the knowledge of less popular heritage, but with inestimable 
value.
4. They show to the citizen how science and technology can contribute to
the preservation of heritage legacy.
5. They imply a high touristic potential under the term of Geotourism.
6. They let the virtual visitor to discover the routes following his own, to 
catch up his attention and impulse him to see the real monument.
WHY ARE THE GEOMONUMENTAL ROUTES IMPORTANT ?
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Thank you very much for
your attention
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